Notions of block symmetry for discrete, memoryless channels are introduced. The results deal with capacity and optimal distributions and appear to be simple and natural ones which somehow were overlooked or not considered in the early development of information theory.
We need a refined notion of capacity, which allows that the sending of an input symbol may he associated with a certain benefit. This idea, and the basic result connected with it, has been considered before, cf. Blahut [2, T h e orem 91, where it was found more natural to associate a "cost" with the transmission of an input symbol. Consider a benefit function a : z n a, which maps X into the reals, and define the modified capacity with benefit a, by C(P; a) = SUP (WJ + (a, W ) .
(2) 5
The bracket notation indicates mean value: (a,d = C,pZaZ. Clearly, the supremum in (2) &attained, and we are led to consider optimal input-and output distributions for the modified problem.
Theorem 1 (Kuhn-Tucker conditions). Letp' be an input distribution and 4' the induced output distribution.
A necessary and suficient condition that p " be optimal for the modified problem with benefit a is that, for some constant C , the following two conditions hold: Proof. We present a simple proof based on [8] . First assume that (3) and (4) hold. Employ the identity ' valid for any input distribution distribution 4; to conclude that for any such @, with induced output It readily follows that C(P; a) = I ( g ) + (a,p").
To prove necessity, assume that the stated conditions fail. Denote the left hand side of (3) by K,. Choose 20 with K,, maximal. Then
ZEX 'This is the "compensation identity", cf. [SI. Consider q = 9x x E BDE(Z), to he k e d from now on: As 9 is seen in conjunction with P, we write 9 E BDE(P). The number of classes in qx and w are denoted hy M , respectively N . We put 9x = {X, I i 5 M } and w = {y3 I j I N } . We denote hy P'J the ij'th block in P, i.e. Pij = (pzv)zEx+,j.~~J. We write 9 E BDE(P; U-) if,. within each block P'3, the row sums are equal, say = U?. If 9 E BDE(P; U -) , we define the derived DMC as the DMC with transition matrix a,,P = ( u ? )~< M ,~~N and we denote the i'th row in 8,P hy Zi. We write q E BDE(P;u+) if 9 E BDE(P;u-) and if, ~ 132 within each block P'j, the column sums are equal, say
We denote by mi (nj) the number of elements in Xi (q) and by iL" ( 8 ) the uniform distribution over X i (i;).
As indicated in section I, a consistent (or consistent) input distribution is a distribution $for which, given i 5 M, p , is independent of z E Xi. Clearly Proof. This follows. by simple computation, relying also 0 on the relation nja:3 = miu?.
The connection between P and a,P will he further exploited. For this we strengthen the conditions on 1). We say that 9 is a genemlized block symmetric decomposition, and write q E GBSD(P), if 9 E BDE(P;u+) and if, for
For each z E X we consider the qy-conditional diuergence of fz w.r.t. ( . i ) j s~, a quantity defined hy first determining i such-that z E X; and then setting with f& the usual conditional distribution of fz given y3. If the output distribution 9; is consistent, say 9; = CJSN PjG, then, by a simple datareduction identity,
Here, we still assume that z E Xi. For more on identities like (7), see [9]. We can now state the main result.
Theorem 2 . Assume that 9 E BDE(P;u+). (i).
If 9 E GBSD(P), there &ts an optimal consistent input distribution. In this w e , a ; = D'J(&II.) is independent of z for x E Xi and C(P) = C(a,,P; a) with benefit vector a = ( a i ) i < M .
(ii). If an optimal consistent input distribution exists with all point probabilities positive, then q E GBSD(P).
PmoJ (i) follows hy Theorem 1 (applied both to P without benefit and to 8,P with benefit a) in conjunction with Lemma 1 and (7). To prove (ii) let p'he an optimal consistent input distribution with positive point probabilities and let f = CjsN /3j$ be the induced output distribution. By Theorem 1, D(fzll$ is indepent of x. By (7), D,(fzII.) is independent of z when restricting z to a class Xi. As it follows that H(&) is independent of x for z E X;. 0
It is a bit surprising that the condition of equal entropies for the P; 's plays a central role. It does not have much of the flavour of a symmetry condition. Previous results work with stronger but more "clean" conditions of symmetry. Such notions were studied already by Shannon, cf. [6, Sections 15 and 161 and appear in most textbooks. For our purposes, a matrix is called weakly symmetric if the rows are permutations of each other and if all column sums are equal. This terminology is in consistency with Cover and Thomas [3, p. 1901. We call 9 a block symmetric decomposition of P if all blocks P'j are weakly symmetric. Notationally we write q E BSD(P). Clearly, if 7 E BSD(P), then 71 E GBSD(P), hence: Even the simple case of a binary channel is not entirely trivial.
Iv. COARSEST DECOMPOSITIONS, SYMMETRY PROFILES
Theorem 2 may not be all that infohative. For instance, in w e q is the h e s t block symmetric decomposition (consisting of singletons), it contains no information. The coarser q is, the more informative is the result. It is important that, given any DMC P, a coarsest block symmetric decomposition exists. Moreover, there is a simple algorithm to determine this most informative block symmetric decomposition. A similar result does not hold for the generalized notion of block symmetry. Theorem 3. Any DMC P = (p.y)2E~,yEy has Q coarsest block symmetnc decomposition.
Proof. The key point is to show that BSD(P) is closed under the lattice operation A.
Assume that 0' = q> x q; and q" = q$ x 7;: are in BSD(P) and put q = q' A?'' = q,y x w , say. Consider an q-class A x B and let Q = ( p z y ) 2 E~, y E~.
We shall show that Q is weakly symmetric. This involves a condition on the rows and a condition on the columns in Q. Consider first the rows.
As q,y = qk Aqg, we can pass from one element of A to another by a finite number of equivalences, each one being either under q;( (denoted F') or under 7% (denoted E").
Note that if a l , a2 E A and al E' a2, then the al-row and the az-row of Q are decomposed into parts corresponding to the decomposition of B into 11;-classes. Mutually, these parts are permutations of each other. Then so are the al-and a2 rows of Q. A similar argument applies if a1 ='' a2. Applying this reasoning a finite number of times, we conclude that the rows in Q are indeed permutations of each other.
A similar analysis applied to the columns of Q show that the corresponding column sums are equal.
We conclude, that each 7-block Q of P is weakly sym-U Theorem 3 gives rise to the following concept. Consider a map T which, to every stochastic matrix P, associates a subset T(P) of BDE(P). We use the notation qT(P) to denote the coarsest decomposition in T(P), provided this is well defined. We call qr(P) the T-profile of P. In this terminology, Theorem 3 asserts that the BSD-profile exists for every P. We write qa(P) for m s~( P ) .
The strong symmetry profileof P, denoted qo(P), is defined as the profile corresponding to the subset SBS(P) of strong block symmetric decomposition of P. This set consists of 7 E BDE(P) such that, for each q-block of P, not only the rows, but also the columns are permutations of each other. Applying the same technique as in the proof above, we see that also qo(P) exists for every P. We always have qa(P) I qp(P). In general, the profiles are different.
It lies nearby to ask for an effective algorithm which determines qa(P). In fact, such an algorithm exists? Briefly, this works as follows. Firstly, 71 E BDE(P) is constructed corresponding to the two equivalence relations "corresponding rows in P are permutations of each 
metric, hence 7 E BSD(P).
other", and, "corresponding column sums in P are equal". Each of the ql-blocks of P are then handled one by one in a similar way. Each step introduces a block decomposition of P, finer than the previous one. The process continues until no block gives rise to a finer decomposition. A finite sequence 0 5 q1 5 q2 5 ... ' . q k is then constructed with qk = qe(P). The algorithm needs approximately u3 logu steps where U = max(m,n).
V. DISCUSSION
Theorem 2 reduces the problem to determine capacity and optimal distributions from P to a,,P (e.g. with q = qe(P)). However, the reduced problem cannot, in general, be solved in closed form. One often has to turn to numerical methods, and here, the Arimoto-Blahut algorithm is the obvious choice, cf.
[l] and [2] . Note that this algorithm can be modified without difficulty to the case when we allow benefits. Theoretical results and numerical experiments have shown the feasibility of this approach but, at the same time, indicated that there is little or no saving in using the reduction provided by our results as compared to an approach where the Arimoto-Blahut algorithm is employed directly to the original problem.
In the literature (Silverman If d # 0, the optimal input distribution is unique, and a necessary and suficient condition that this distribution is non-trivial (i.e. both input probabilities are positive) is that -Dzi < -a1 < D1z (10) When (10) holds, the optimal input-and output distributions are p" and given by the formulas above and the modified capacity can be determined from Theorem 1 or from the formulas P = P a r .
C(P; a) = hl -logq; = hz -logq; = log (eh1 + e h z ) . Elementary calculations lead to the formulas:
. . . -. . , ~.
, -. distribution is (0,l) and C(P; a) = a2.
By Theorem 1, this is easily checked.
